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The 13-story treehouse

The Plant Planet

Andy Griffiths ; illustrated by Terry Denton.

Scieszka, Jon/ Weinberg, Steven (ILT)

How would you like to live in a 13-story
treehouse that has a bowling alley, flying
cats, a marshmallow machine that shoots
marshmallows into your mouth when you
are hungry and many other inventions and
strange creatures? When Andy and Terry
do live...

Join AstroWolf, LaserShark, SmarkHawk
and StinkBug as they venture into space
looking for planets for the humans to live
on once they destroy their planet Earth.
Will they find a planet to live on? Do the
inhabitants that currently live there have
ot...

Max and the Midknights

Billy Stuart and the
Zintrepids

Peirce, Lincoln, author, illustrator.

Max and his friends need to save his Uncle
Budrick from the cruel King Gastley. Max
has always wanted to be a knight and now
is his time to shine. Join him on his magical
adventures while trying to save his uncle
and the Byjovia.

Abraham Lincoln, pro
wrestler
Sheinkin, Steve, author.

When Abraham Lincoln decides to quit
history after hearing students complaining
that history is boring, he decides to follow
his dream and become a pro wrestler. It is
up the Abby and her stepbrother Doc to
travel in time and reverse this from
happen...

Bergeron, Alain M./ Sampar (ILT)/ Watson, Sophie B. (TRN)

Billy Stuart, a raccoon who inspires to be
like his time traveling grandfather, and his
Scout pack end up following his
grandfather on an adventure not realizing
that once they leave there time there will
be no turning back. Filled with clues and maz...

